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This thesis project involved the sbJdy of exact solutions .far mag
netic spin correlations on a regular- arvj a decorated-square Ising lat
tice structure. Existent knowledge of correlations on a regular-square 
Ising structure is suf.ficient to dete.rmine exact correlation values on a 
select, spatially-carpact, decorated structure. These values can be 
represented as a linear cartri..nation of regular-square Ising spin corre
lations thrrugh the use of linear-algebra arvj the decoration-iteration 
transformation. M.Jl.tispin localized correlations are stt.m.ed aver a 
broa1 range of terrperatures arvj are fOUJ'rl to decrease with increasing 
terrperature. At vert lew terrperatures, all correlations are .f0UJ'rl to 
saturate to unity regardless of spin separation arvj quantity of spins 
involved. 
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one aspect of statistical physics that is of partia.1lar interest to 

theorists fran roost scientific disciplines is the coc:perative behavior 

of certain phenomena near the critical paint. cri tical behavior oca..IrS 

at a terrperature, referred to as the OJrie paint in a ferranagnet, where 

a phase transi tion DCa.ll'S. Many different the.rm:x:iynamic properties -

such as specific heat, carpressibility, magnetization, susceptibility 

and ent.rcpy - exhibit this behavior near critical terrperatures. 

When stLrlying a real system, it becomes evident that the analytical 

farms: of the equations of state fran the Van der Vaal theory do not aCQl

rately describe its critical behavior. Also, all attenpts to mathemati

cally define a real system are extremely carplicated arrl, essentially, 

unsolvable. Therefore, in order to study cooperative phenomena a choice 

nust be ma::le betw"een the follMng methods: approximate quantities where 

necessary to derive estimations for solutions of correlations which can 

then be used to study cooperative p.rcperties, or develop a relatively 

sirrple model to replace the real system so that exact solutions for the 

correlations can be calOllated. 1 

TWo such models have a~red notoriety in the field of statistical 

mechanics I:¥" providing researchers with a means to understanding cooper

ative effects. The Heisenberg model, which was presented for the first 

time in 1928, is considered the superior of the two in the case of mag

netic systems rut its basis on nnre ccrrplicated interaction betw"een spins 

makes it mathematically ccrrplex. On the other hand, the Ising model, 

derived fran statistical physics, is nuch sinpler and nuch nnre ~. 

Despi te tho sinplici ty of this model, it is still veLY useful in the 

stu:iy af coc:perative phenanena because it predicts, in the two-dimen

sional case, the critical behavior that the Van der Waal theo.ry fails to 

identify. This success has made the Ising lattice one of the m::>st sb.rl-

ied statistical roodels in this century.1,2 
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2.L Hhtory fAdJe &ingMdel 

The Ising Model was first presented. in the 1925 Ph. D thesis of 

Ernst Isinq. with his a:.Ivisor wilhelm Lenz, a professor at the Univer

sity of Hanb.Irg, Germany, Ising devised. a sirrple, one--di.mensional nn:iel -

in which one particle oca.Jpi.es each site of a lattice - in order to study 

ferranagnetism in a system of similar dimensiooali. ty. 1 

A ferranagnetic system can be effectively studied. using the Ising 

nn:iel because any system with a finite density aM a specified. nurrber of 

0CC1.Ipied., interacting lattice sites - such as a strictly defined. magnetic 

system - can be represented as an Ising lattice. 3 For a magnetic system, 

the interacting variables are domains located at the lattice sites which 

possess spins 0 that are oriented in one of two possible directions, up 

(0 = +1) or darn (0 = -1). There is a prd:>lem with this part of the 

model, thrugh. In a real system, these microsccpic magnets can be ori-

ented along any direction rut, since the prd:>abili ty of fiOOing these 

domains pointing in any direction other than up or darn is very small, 

the Ising IOOdel remains useful. 3 

Another reason a magnetic system is ideal for modeling as an Ising 

lattice is that magnetization is the direct result of strong, rrutual, 

internal interactions between domains as well as, if a field is awlied 

across the sample, between the domains and the external field. There

fore, a magnetic system can be reduced to a lattice with an internal 

energy solely dependent upon the spin interaction of the domains, thereby 

fitting the Ising model criteria. Because of this singular dependence, 

magnetic systell5 exhibit an analog to the liquid/gas phase transition at 

the critical temperature. 4 When T > Tc the system behaves like a para

magnetic substance in which the danains are weakly correlated. am the net 

magnetization is, or nearly is, zero. 'When T < T c the system behaves 
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like a ferranagnetic substance in which the damns are tightly corre

lated ard. the net magnetization is non-zero. 5 At sufficiently lew tem

peratures, all of the dcmains in a ferranagnetic system becane aligned as 

shewn in Figure 1 ard. are carpletely correlated, 'Which means the correla

tion values saturate to one as absolllte zero is approached. 

Follcwing the initial work of Ising on his model, many scientists 

fran varioos disciplines have used it to stu::ly a nurrber of different sys

tems. In successive efforts to understard. ferranagnetism, theorists 

have dete.rmined that the one-dimensional Ising model is not relevant 

because it fails to exhibit a phase transition. 1 Also, limited work has 

been done ~th a three-dimensional Ising model because the mathematics 

are non-tr.ivial; therefore, exact solutions for correlated phenanena in 

such a structure are very difficult, if not irrpossible, to find. 4 Unlike 

the preceding models, the two-dimensional Ising structure does exhibit a 

phase transition at the CUrie point and the correlations on such a lat-

tice can be solved exactly. 6 Consequently, the two-dimensional Ising 

lattice has been extensively used to study varirus properties in systems 

that possess the apprcpriate characteristics. 3 

In <rl:I.ition to ferranagnets, mixtures of two different types of 

sollltions or of one type of substance ard. holes (the absence of that sut:r 

stance) can be stu:lied using the Ising model. 4 This is because both of 

these systems can be sirrplified to one in which each site of a regular 

lattice contains a variable in one of two states. In the first case, 

this variable is one of two types of particle aoo in the secooo case it 

is the presence or absence of a particle. By stu:iying the Ising model of 

certain systems, scientists may one day cane to understaoo such phenanena 

as superfluidi ty of Helium and superconductivity of metals at lew tenper-

atures. 5 
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Figure 1: Alignment of spins on a 
square Ising ferromagnetic 
structure. 
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since the.rm::x:tynam:ic prcpertie:5 can be repre:5ented a:5 £unctiOn:5 af 

correlations, the Ising rocdel enables theorists to directly study these 

macrosccpic: variables by enabling them to find exact solutions for the 

correlations on the Ising lattice. correlations are mathematical enti

ties that are defined in statistical-mechanical fluctuation theory. 

These quanti ties describe in detail the order am synmetty of a system 

am can be calrulated tyy finding the the.rmal expectation values for prod

ucts of selected binary state variables. one method for detennining the 

correlations on an Ising lattice using linear algebra begins with the 

farnulation of a basic generating equation which eventually is used to 

produce one linear equation for every unique interaction of the lattice 

site variables. 5 In this~, the basic generating equation generates a 

series of equations representing all unique correlations between the 

spins in the system. 

The total energy of a system can be mathematically represented in 

the form Qf a function called the Hamiltonian. For an Ising lattice, 

this function is fairly sinple because the system is considered to be 

ccrrposed of independent and indistinguishable spin variables. Because 

of this, the Hamiltonian is sinply the SLJIm'Iation over all distinct near

est-neighbor pairs of spin variables. In other wards, this function is 

solely deperrlent l.p:m the orientation of its constituents. The Hamilto

nian is needed to solve another function fran statistical therm::dynami.cs 

called the partition function. This function is algebraically repre

sented as the folla.ri.ng: 

z - LcrP[-H(s)/k7] (2.1) 
I' 

where the st.mmation is over all spin states, H(s) is the Hamiltonian, k 

is the Boltzman constant am T is the absolute tenperature. Far a real 

systam, z is hcpelassly carplax bQcause the total energy is not easily 
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defined, but the Ising mxlel sinplifies H(s) so that the partition func

tion can be exactly solved. 5 

using this sirrplified Hami..ltonian far the t:wo-dinensional Ising 

lattice, the partition function is solved and used to find the prchabil

ity of the system being in state s. This probability is mathematically 

represented as follows: 

-1 
Z exp [-H(s)/k1] (2.2) 

Fran this expression, the average the.rm::dynamic value of any quantity x 

can be fOl.JllCl using the follcwing relation: 

(x) • £lI,(X)exp[-H(s)/k7] 
r 

Cbviwsly, the the.rrnal expectation values - which are the correlations -

can be fOl.JllCl by substituting the appropriate product of spins far the x. 

As diSOlSSed in this chapter, the Ising mxlel enables scientists to 

stLdy cocperative phencmena since correlations can be exactly solved on 

the two-dimensional lattice. This success is due to a sinplified Hamil

tonian and a solvable partition function. The significance of the parti

tion function in this mxlel S1..I£lXlI'ts the follcwing statement: "The 

principle prcblem in statistical mechanics has been reduced to that of 

cooplting the partition function far variws systems on the basis of the 

mathematical models assumed for them.,,5 In other words, if the partition 

function can be solved, cocperati ve phenanena of the system can be stud

ied am eventually umerstood. 
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3.L The &iDg MxIel 
The m::x::lel involved in this thesis project was the two-dimensional 

square Ising lattice representing a spin-l/2 ferranagnetic system. We 

considered the roost carpa:t eight-si te lattice structure possible -

called the Greek cross cluster am depicted in Figure 2 - for cur stu:iy. 

The even correlations, which involve the product of an even nurrber of 

spin variables, for this structure have already been calallated by M. 

Khatun. 7 These calallations have been exterded in this thesis to aid in 

firding several even correlations on the decorated Greek cross struc

ture. 

Three features of a real magnetic system are considered to be in 

their sinplest IOOde in the Ising IOOdel so that the Hamiltonian is rela

tivelyelementary. First, the spins are constrained to ocrupy the sites 

of the regular Ising lattice am to possess irdeperdently identifiable 

energies. Secord, all intermolerular farces are short-range interac

tions, which inplies that all long-range interactions are actually a 

series of successive Short-range interactions. This means, in general 

terms, that only nearest-neighbor interactions are permitted, which is 

one of the defining characteristics of the Ising IOOdel. Third, no exter

nal magnetic field is acting on the system; therefore, the external field 

tenn of the Hamiltonian can be neglected. 

Only even correlations were stu::iied in this thesis due to time 

restrictions. Cd:l correlations, meaning that an od:l nurrber of spins are 

involved in the interaction, behave considerably differently than even 

correlations. To be specific, od:l correlation values plotted as a func

tion of reduced tenperature shew that the correlations sab..lrate to unity 

at absolute zero am converge to zero wen the critical tenperature is 

reached. 3 This OlIVe is concave da.m with the concavity depeooent upon 

factors such as spin separation aoo the nunbe.r of spins involved. 
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The plain-square laftice 
structure, "Greek Cross" 
cluster (eight-site). 
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on the other han::i, even correlations plotted versus tenperature 

produce OlIVeS that follcws the same trend as the odd correlations up to 

the vicinity of the critical terrperature. At the Olrie point, the con

cavi ty of the a.u:ve switches fran concave da.m to concave up. Beyond the 

Olrie point, the shape of the a.u:ve resenbles a standard exponential 

decay a..u:ve 'With the rate of decay dependent upon the same factors as 

those mentioned 'With the odcl correlations. 7 The shape of the a.u:ve for 

an even car.relation as a function of reduced terrperature can be cbse.rved 

in Figures 7, 8 and 9. The existence of an inflection point at the cri t

ical terrperature proves that the ferranagnetic system undergoes a phase 

transition. 

Three methods can be enployed to find the correlations on a square 

lattice structure. The roost 'Widely applicable of these is the Pfaffian 

technique which becanes increasingly carplicated mathematically in 

accordance 'With greater distances between spins and larger nurrbers of the 

spins involved. 8 'As a result, this mettro is essentially limited to 

finding evEm correlations for a small nurrber of spins on closely neigh

boring lattice sites. The second method is the linear-algebraic tech

nique that was briefly disOJSsed in the second chapter of this paper. 

This sinpler method has been enployed in conjunction 'With the Pfaffian 

technique to solve for even correlations on the plain-square Ising lat-

tice, and 'Will be disOJSsed at sane length in the next section. 7 

The third method utilizes a technique called the decoration-itera

tion transformation in order to find unJrna.m interaction parameters. In 

order to use this method, it is necessary to kna.r the interaction param

eter for the plain structure to find the parameter far' the decorated 

structure or vice versa. In a:kti.tion, the correlations on the plain lat

tice structure RUSt be Jrna.m since they are also needed to calrulate the 

correlations on the decorated Ising lattice. For this project, we uti

lized the t.hird method to find several, select correlations on the daco-
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rated Greek: Cross structure sha.m in Figure 3. The correlations on the 

plain structure were borrawed. fran previcus work by M. Khatun after parts 

of the calculations had been verified. 7 

3.2. CaladMiom on the IWn bing I..attke 
The first part of this project involved studying and understanding 

previcus derivations of even correlations on the plain Greek Cross Ising 

lattice cluster. The first step in finding these correlations is to 

develop a basic generating equation which "Will eventually generate the 

linear equa.tions for all of the syrrmetrically unique even correlations on 

the structure. using the folla.ri.ng definition for the thennal average of 

the product of Ising variables (spins): 

(3.1) 

the basic generating equation can be derived. In this expression, ~ is 

the origin site, [f] is any product of an odd nurrber of spins, Z is the 

partition f"unction, p is l/kT, and H is the Hamiltonian for the lattice. 

In oLder to cala.Jlate a the.rmal average, Z and H oust be defined 

for the lattice structure. The Hamiltonian is expressed as a function of 

spin variables in the folla.ri.ng fom: 

H - -JLOi~+hL(J1 (3.2) 
<4j} I 

where J is the interaction parameter between nearest-neighOOr spin vari

abIes (J > 0 for a ferromagnetic system) and h is the magnetic intensity 

of the external field. As mentioned earlier, the spin variables have two 

possible states which, in general terms, are defined as 

2Ir+l •• 
(Ji = (Ji; n 1S an 1nteger (3.3) 

In Fqlation 3.2, the first tem represents the energy due to the interac

tion between spins and the second tem represents the energy due to the 

interaction of the spins with an external field. Since the Ising roodel 
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The decorated-square lattice 
structure, "Greek Cross" 
cluster (fifteen-site). 
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we are using specifies that the external field is zero, this second tenn 

dis~ars. Thus the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as the folla.ri.ng: 

H = -JO~O,-J~'Oi~ (3.4) 
I (4.IJ 

'Where the first tenn refers to the energy of interactions between ~ and 

its nearest-neighbor sites 0:t.,0z,~,04 arrl the secorrl tenn refers to the 

energy of interactions not involving the origin site. Evaluating the 

first tenn produces the expression 

H- -J~(Ot +~+Os+o .. ) -H (3.S) 

'Where H' is equal to the primed summation tenn in Equation 3.4. Using 

this expression for H, the general fonn of the partition function 

z - ~[--JlH.I (3.6) 

can also be expressed as a function of spins in the follcw.i.ng wo:y: 

z - LCXP [ - PH + (iT0o (01 + 02 + ~ + 0 .. ) ] 
(3.7) 

(1 

These new- expressions for H and Z are incorporated into the general 

expression for the the.rmal average 'Which is then manipulated in order to 

derive the basic generating equation. After the substitutions for H, the 

expression looks like 

<oooo} - Z-ILcq>[-JIH' + (iT°O(Ol + Gz +O:i +0 .. )] 0000 (3.8) 
(1 

At this point, Equation 3.7 replaces Z in Equation 3.8 'Which is then sim

plified algebraically to produce the follcw.i.ng expressions: 

exp[K(Ol +02+O:i + 0 .. )] -CXP[-K(OI +02+~ +0 .. )] 

<oooo} = <cq>[K(OI +02 + ~ + 0 .. )] + exp[-K(OI + 02 +O:i + 0 .. )] UJ} 

2sm[K(Ol +~+Os+o .. )] 

< ~ [II> = <2oodt [K (01 + 02 + O:i + 0 .. )] r.n} ; °0 e: r.n (3.9) 

(3.10) 
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lIo'here K is a dimensionless interaction constant equivalent to PJ. Far 

this m:xIel, K is asSLDned to be a Jrna.m quantity far any specified terrper

ature T. Lastly, the hyperbolic tangent is exparrled arrl sinplified to 

produce the basic generating equation that is awlicable to any plain 

structure on a square Ising lattice 

{oo [f]} = A { (°1 + ~ + ~ + (4) Uj} + B{ (°1 ~Os + 01 ~04 + 010s04 + ~0s(4) (f)} ; 

(3.11) 

By assuming a few different spin configurations, two equations can easily 

be developed arrl solved for A arrl B. These coefficients are faJl'D to be 

1 
A = R[tail(~ +2tail(2K)] 

1 
B - 8[tail(~ -2tan(2K)] (3.12) 

Once the basic generating equation has been develcped, the next 

step is to solve far each unique correlation on the lattice. Since 

interactions of similar synmetry will produce similar correlations on 

the Ising lattice, the correlations are g.raJPed accard.ing to synmetci

cally unique configurations. On the Greek Cross Ising structure, there 

are 34 synmetrically unique correlations arrl an equation can be generated 

far each. As an exanple, the pair correlation far spins q, arrl 0... -

depicted in Figure 4 - is calrulated as follOllS: 

< ~01} - A (°1 + ~ + ~ + (4) [°1] + B (°1 ~~ + 01 ~04 + 01 ~04 + ~~(4) [°1] 

{Go0l} = A(l +Gl~ +Gl~ + 0l(4) +B(~~ +~04 + ~04 +01~~(4) (3.13) 

by setting [f] equal to 0.... To sinplify the notation, Xi values are used 

to represent the correlations. Therefore, Equation 3.13 can be written 

(3.14) 

In this WO!:I, 34 equations are generated arrl mpresented in a square 

matrix. When software is used to tciangularize this matrix arrl solve far 
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correlation x 1 on the plain
square lattice structure, 
where x t = <uo at >. 
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the 34 correlations through the linear-algebraic method of back-substi

tution, it is discovered that all of the equations are not linearly iooe

peooent. Thus, Pfaffian techniques m.lSt be enployed to calrulate several 

of the correlations in order to reduce the nurrber of unknCJllIlS so that the 

equations can be solved sinultanerusly for the remaining correlations. 

Using these results, each correlation is evaluated at all tenpera

blres so that the behavior of the correlations can be st:u:ti.ed at the tern

perablre extremes as well as near the critical point. 

3.3.. Qjadadom OIl the Dec.uated hiDg I.attke 

The thrust of the research for this thesis was the dete.rmination of 

correlations on a decorated-square Ising lattice using the decoration

iteration transformation in conjunction with the linear-algebraic 

method. The plain-square Ising lattice is decorated by placing one 

danain with a spin J.l exactly between each nearest-neighbor G spin pair. 

This alters the interaction constant K between G pairs in a predictable 

manner, aOO the neW' interactioo. constant between G aOO J.1 spin pairs is 

represented as L. The decorated Greek cross cluster that we st:u:ti.ed is 

shawn in Figure 3. Once the calOllations for correlations on the plain 

strucblre were thorwghly uooerstood, we develCl'ed the methodology dis

OlSSed in this section for calOllating correlations on the decorated 

strucblre using the knawn correlations on the plain lattice. 

As in the previ.rus section dealing with the plain strucblre, the 

first step in these calOllations is the derivation of a basic generating 

equation for the decorated strucblre. This equation is fCllIrl in ruch the 

same wo:y as in the case of the plain lattice. For the decorated mcx:I.el, 

the Hamiltonian looks like 

(3.15) 

where the subscript d denotes parameters partiOllar to this decorated 

lattice aOO the Gj aOO G1 are spins located on the neighboring sites of 

1Jo· Then, using this Ii. aOO the partition function Zct which is depeooent 
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upon Jd am rid, we £irrl the basic generating equation by sinpli£ying the 

expression far the the.rmal average 'Which is considered far prcducts of an 

even nuni::ler of J.l am 0' spins only. This expression far the decorated 

structure is 

<~rtdl) - Z"lL!PP[~dlJ.loUd] (3.16) 

11 CJ 

'Which sinpli£ies to 

(3.17) 

After expansion of the hyperbolic tangent, the final expression 

far the basic generating equation on the decorated-square lattice is 

detennined to be 

(J.Io [fa]) = M( (~ + O'~ [fal) where J.Io ~ Val (3.18) 

In this expression, M is a coefficient that enters the cala..ll.ations in 

the same wcry that the A am B coefficients did far the case of the plain 

lattice. By prcducing two equations £rcm two possible configurations of 

the neighboring 0' spins, M is £a.ud to be 

1 
M= ~tm2L (3.19) 

since the neighboring spins of J.Io are ~ am 0'4' as can be seen in Figure 

3, the final expression for the basic generating equation of the deco

rated-square lattice is 

(J.loUd1> = M«CJo+O' .. ) [fal) where J.lo~ Val (3.20) 

Frcm the decoration-iteration trans£annation,2 we knew that the 

relationship between the interaction constants K am L of the plain arrl 

decorated lattices, respectively, is the £ollaring: 

L ctp[4Io(<\l +0' .. )] = /ctp[KCJoO'J 
1Jo=±1 

(3.21) 

where I is a constant of prcportionali ty. This relationship is the basis 

far the trans£annation arrl is depicted in Figure 5. Two equations corre-



L L I K 
< > 

J-Lo 

Figure 5: Decorated-square and plain
square lattices are connected by 
decoration-iteration transformation 
(L and K are their interaction 
parameters, respectively). 
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spoming to two different spin configurations are generated arrl then both 

are solved for I. This produces the expressioo 

c:xp [2KJ - 0C6h (21.) (3.22) 

arrl solving for L gives 

1 
L III ~.an[exp(2K)] (3.23) 

At this paint, L is solely dependent upon K which is a known quantity; 

thus, the interaction constant L can be calrulated for the decorated lat

tice at any T for which K is known. At the critical terrperature, I\. for 

a plain-square lattice is 

(3.24) 

Therefore, using this value of I\. in Fquation 3.23, the interaction con

stant for the decorated-square lattice at the OJrie point is frund to be 

Lc =0.76428... (3.25) 

Using the basic generating equation for the decorated lattice, the 

correlations are redefined as linear equations dependent only upon known 

quanti ties - the interaction parameter K arrl the correlations Xi on the 

plain structure. I detennined ten correlations on the decorated-square 

structure in this way arrl .referred to them as xi' variables. six of 

these were pair correlations of differing spin separations, two were 

quartet and two were sextet correlations that were carefully selected so 

that the effect of changing the position of only one of the four or six 

spins cruld be d:>se.r:ved. 

As an exanple of correlation calrulations on a decorated struc

ture, the pair correlation for spins f.Io and q, is frund using Fquation 

3.20 which is the basic generating equation for the decorated-square lat

tice. Generation of the linear equation for this correlation - repre

sented as xi' which can be d:>se.r:ved in Figure 6 - is as follows: 

{~ = M{(~+(J .. )Gri 



xl' x2' 

x4' xS' 

x7' x8' 

Figure 6: Cluster representation of the 
decorated-square Ising model 
even-number correlations 
x' t i = 1 t 2, .. , 10. 
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x{ = M(l +~) (3.26) 

where M is the coefficient defined in F.quation 3.19 arrl ~ is a pair cor

relation, sha.m as E'qUation 3.14, on a plain-~are lattice. 

All of the correlations that we studied are sha.m in Figure 6 on 

the decorated Greek Cross structure, am their corresponding linear 

equations as .functions of the Xi correlations are sha.m in Table 1. 

rnuhr c:i. Slim 'Xf' d:uJml~ ~ 

pH Xl' <J.Ioqy M+xtM 

pH ~' <J.IoCJi> xIM+~ 

pm: X3' ~> xIM+x~ 

pir 'X.4,' <J..llq;> ~+x..M 

pm: ~' <J..ll<\> x"M+x..M 

pm: ~' <J.1-A> x3M+x~ 

qHtd 7f..t' ~ay x~+x6M 

qatd. x.,.' ~~ xl6M+xuM 

iI:D:t ~' <J..Ioq,°lGA<\> Xll~M+XI6M 

iI:D:t xlO ~GAa,> XlpM:+~ 

In the .final part of this project, we developed software that would 

solve each of these correlations on the decorated structure at all temr 

peratures. The results were then plotted as correlation versus reduced 

terrperaturE) TITe as sha.m in Figures 7, 8 am 9. Finally, cbseLVations 

concerning correlation behavior on the decorated-square Ising lattice 

near the critical point were ma::ie in regard to spin separation am the 

nurrber of spins involved. 

-------------------_ .. --_.-
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The results .fran the calaJl.ations af the correlations .for a range 

af terrperatures can be cbse.rved in Figures 7, 8, aOO 9. All af the 

rurves are plotted as correlation value versus reduced tenperature. 

The graph in Figure 7 contains the six rurves .for pair correlations 

Xj,', X2', xg', x..', Xs', aOO ~' • These values are defined so that the 

delineating nurrbers af the correlations are directly prqxlrtional to the 

distance separating the spins. As shawn, the rurves all .follew the same 

general treDd, inclu::ti.ng an inflection point at the critical tenperature 

where T /1',; - 1, but the OJIVature aOO rate af decay beyoDd the C1.lrie 

point differ with varicus spin separations. Specifically, as the spin 

separation increases, the spins becane less correlated so that the xi' 

values ~roach zero rcore rapidly with increasing tenperature. Near 

absolute zero, the spins becane carpletely correlated regardless af sep

aration. 

The graph in Figure 8 contains .four a.u:ves correspoDding to the 

behavior of the quartet correlations ~' aOO Xg' aOO the sextet correla

tions X9' aOO Xw' • These correlations 'Were defined in pairs where the 

.first was a carpact configuration af spins aOO the secoDd was essentially 

the same configuration with one af the spins rooved to a IOO.re distant lat

tice site. As with the graph af pair correlations, the portion af the 

quartet aOO sextet correlation a.u:ves near aOO beyoDd the C1.lrie point 

approach zero .faster with increasing tenperature when the spin is rooved 

to the rrore distant site. Belew this part af the a.u:ves, they saturate 

to unity regardless af spin separation aOO quantity af spins. 

The .final graph, shawn in Figure 9, contains three rurves repre

senting correlation behavior with respect to tenperature .for the Xj,' 

pair, the ~' quartet, aOO the X9' sextet. These correlations are used 

because the quartet contains the pair spins aOO the sextet contains the 

quartet spins. llle to this method af selection, the primary di.f.ference 
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between each oorrelat:l.on can be considered to be the IUIbe.r of spins. 

Fran this grcph, we see that the correlation a.u:ves are veLy similar 

belcw the critical teDparature rut are ver.y different near and above this 

paint. This cilse.rvatioo SLg)Qrts the conc.lusion fran previws wark on 

the plain~ lattice 7 that correlation values are .recl.Icm when a 

larger 1'Ulbe.r of spins are involved. 

The 'WOrk done in this thesis st.glOrts the .results of earlier stui

ies JBie on the plain-scJlaI'9 lattice. These c:onchJsions are the follcw

ing: the strength of the correlation between spins is inversely 

prqxntional to the separation of the spins as 'Well as the rUIbe.r of 

spins involved. Fran this paint, rur stu:ty can proceed in two different 

directions. The first ~ involve carpar.i.ng the correlations on a dec

orat:ed-sl:J.lare lattice to those on a plain-SEp1I'8 lattice ard noting the 

differences in behavior with mspect to tenperature. The second wru.1d be 

to cmtirue sbdying the decorated structure by awlying these correla

tions to variws the.rmcdynani.c pI'q)8rties and trying to understand their 

critical behavior on a structure containing inpJrities (.represented by 

the " spins at the center of each bond between nearest-neighbor (J pairs). 

Der.i.vatioo of correlatiOll8 on the Greek Crass :rt.ructure of the dec

orated Ising lattice cruld prove to be useful to theorists who wish to 

stLdy the critical behavior of t:heLm::dynami.c pI'q)8rties in non-p.11'8 sys

tens. The method - involving the decoration-iteration transformation -

for firmng these oorrelations as enplayad in this thesis project is IO..lCh 

siDple.r than the Pfaffian method and the linear-algebra method which are 

unfarb.mately necassaty in nast cases. Therefore, theorists can use this 

I18thod in cmjuncti.on with the correlations alreajy fa.m:i andpiUished 

for the plain stnJcture to further stuiy the c:ocpe.rati ve behavior of the 

decorated structure. 
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